In this paper we use the color feature extraction technique that considers the image color distribution. For the color feature extraction process we use the clustering, where fixed number of clusters and variable number of clusters are formed. The proposed technique preserve the image color distribution and reduces the distortion that occurred during the feature extraction process by using binary quaternion moment preserving (BQMP) technique. With this system we devised efficient relevance feedback to improve the efficiency of the content based image retrieval system. Our Experimental results shows there is an improvement in proposed system over the prior binning technique and ACE.
INTRODUCTION
Content based image retrieval system overcome the lacunas of traditional text base image retrieval system such as heavy work load and strong subjectivity as need for efficient content based image retrieval [4] [3] has need for efficient content based image retrieval has increases tremendously in many important area such as defense, biomedical, education, security, requires the correct and rapid searching among the large amount of databases. and due to this and become important and challenging research topic. Researcher follows the features like colors, texture, shape, for representation of image effectively and defines the proper similarity and measurement for matching the each feature. out of this features the color features is most commonly used in many applications [2] [8] as it is tolerate the small change in the view point.
The color histogram is used to represent color distribution in a given image. The traditional color feature extraction method divides the total color space in to the fix number of set called as bins. Each bin representing some color and each of pixel is put in to the nearest colored bin and the size of bin is then the represented in terms of percentage of color in that image.
The measure disadvantages of the binning method that bin are static that is fix number of bin. So that this method does not consider the distribution of color in the image. Binning method fail's down when there is a color distribution in a image is mode .for example consider the image of group of flowers. Where particular color is present at different locations. The traditional method [9] just consider the percentage of particular color in the image without considering how it is distributed throughout the image. So that the traditional method is not achieve the balanced between expressiveness and compactness. In the new proposed color feature extraction method [7] use the fixed number of clusters and variable number of clusters and preserve the color distribution. If we consider the value of a pixel in an image as a random vector, the color distribution of this image will be equivalent to the probability distribution of this random vector. By probability theorems, a random vector can be characterized by its statistical moments [1] . In view of this, we apply the binary quaternion-moment-preserving (BQMP) thresholding technique proposed in [6] to the problem of color feature extraction. The BQMP thresholding technique can divide a data set into two subsets and , each of which has a representative, i.e., and , respectively. If we replace data points in with and those in with , the first 3 quaternion moments of are preserved in the resultant and . It is known that the higher the order of the moment, the less important that moment is. Thus, preserving moments up to the third moment would not distort the distribution of an image.
The resulting histograms from Fixed cluster or Variable Cluster will consist of different sets of colors. For calculating the distance between the two distribution we used, comparing histogram by clustering. To improve the efficiency of the system we also devised the relevance feedback mechanism. So that efficient result are return by the system. Relevance feedback (RF) is a query modification technique which attempts to capture the user's precise needs through iterative feedback and query refinement. In relevance feedback, whatever images are output when the system is executed first time, we can select the one relevant image from the displayed image and this image is given as an input to the system and the system is re-executed and we get the more correct result. The relevance feedback [5] [2] mechanism makes it possible for CBIR systems to learn human concepts since users provide some positive and negative image labeling information, which helps systems to dynamically adapt and update the relevance of images to be retrieved
WORKING MODEL OF SYSTEM
The following fig shows the working model of the proposed system. 
3.1.Binary Quaternion-Moment preservingThresholding technique:
Based on the definition of the quaternion, the first three orders of quaternion moments are defined as follows:
Where E (.) represents the expectation. In practice, the expectation E(.) is replaced by the sample mean i.
In case of Fixed cluster, repeat step 2 until exactly N clusters are found
ii.
In case of variable cluster, repeat step 2 until the variance in sub cluster is below a variance threshold
The termination process for the fixed number of cluster and variable number of cluster different from each other. The process for fixed cluster terminate when specific number of pixel clusters have been extracted. Whereas the process for variable number of cluster terminate when number of pixel cluster are extracted till are sufficient to represent the image. This varience threshold value is predefined according to the previous result and experiment.
DISTANCE MEASURE
As the fixed cluster and variable clusters gives the different sets of extracted colors { ̂ ̂ ̂} . For the distance measurement we using the clustering based algorithm [7] it models ̂ in and and as a point in the clustering problem. The distance between two point and is defined as the Euclidean distance between their representative colors 
RELEVANCE FEEDBACK METHOD
The relevance feedback mechanism makes it possible for CBIR systems to learn human concepts since users provide some positive and negative image labeling information, which helps systems to dynamically adapt and update the relevance of images to be retrieved. User query and feedback models from a user interface perspective Requiring a minimal amount of effort of a user is key in relevance feedback; if too much involvement is demanded, the user will be reluctant to use the system. Usually a user is searching for a particular category of items (category search) but the user can also be looking for something very specific (target search). A user searching for the latter will be harder to satisfy and the search process can then take many feedback rounds. A good user interface can help reduce the amount of interaction needed by making it easy for the user to submit a query and to give feedback.
In the proposed CBIR system, the relevance feedback processes are performed as following steps: i.
A user request to CBIR system by submitting a query image. ii.
Firstly, the system will be extracted the color feature by considering the image color distribution. By using the feature extraction strategy of fixed cardinality and variable cardinality different sets of extracted colors { ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ } are resulted and these are represented by the histograms. iii.
After the feature extraction, all extracted feature will be form in feature vector. iv.
The query image then compare with images database by calculating the distance of dissimilarity between them. v.
Ranking all relevant images and sorting them in ascending order based on the distance of dissimilarity. vi.
Display resultant images with highest rank. vii.
If user did not satisfy the retrieval result that display by system, then user can feedback the relevant images to system. viii.
As before, system processes the feature extraction module. ix.
The system then ranking the images and display the top relevant images to user.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The CBIR system performance measurement is based on the Precision and Recall. The experimental result are conducted using Matlab7.5 on Intel core 2, 1.60GHz processor with 2GB memory. For this experiment we used image database publish by corel corporation.
Precision is defined as the number of relevant images retrieved by a search devise by the total number of images retrieved by the search.
Recall is defined as the number of relevant images retrieved by search divided by total number of existing relevant image
Figure2: Output of the queried image with ACE method.
Fig 3: Precision Recall curve of prior method
The above figure 2 shows the output given by the ACE method where we used the clustering for similarity comparison. The figure 4 shows the resultant output of the proposed method. The precision and recall values for the proposed feature extraction along with the relevance feedback mechanism are as follows. Here N1 is number of images retrieved and relevant. N2 is actual number of relevant images in the database.22 image are retrieved and displayed to the user. From those value the precision and recall is calculated. As per the analysis of our results we get the more accurate result as compared to the binning method. The relevance feedback technique increases the result of the content based image retrieval system more efficiently. Although the time requirement for the result with traditional binning method is less than the proposed feature extraction method with relevance feedback. Because it requires more computation and used feedback but it preserves the image color distribution. Many other low level feature extraction techniques are proposed for the Content Based Image retrieval problem that can be also used with proposed the system but that again increase the time of execution as the complexity of the overall process in increased due to more operations.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, using the binary quaternion moment preserving thresholding technique we extracted the color feature this preserves the image color distribution upto the third moment. By considering the clustering technique for feature extraction reduces the distortion during color feature extraction process.
As the experimental result shows we achieved the improvement in the feature extraction process. Also our relevance feedback technique helps the user for the further improving in the result as per requirement. The relevance feedback is effective and improves the retrieval performance of the content based image retrieval system significantly
